Synthesis and cytotoxic activity of conjugates of muramyl and normuramyl dipeptides with batracylin derivatives.
The synthesis of MDP (muramyl dipeptide) or nor-MDP (normuramyl dipeptide) conjugates modified at the peptide part with batracylin (BAT) or batracylin derivatives is described. Batracylin was synthesized by our modified method (Scheme 3). The synthesis of BAT via this modified route now appears to be feasible on a multigram scale. Preliminary screening data obtained at the National Cancer Institute (NCI, Bethesda, MD) have revealed that the conjugates did not expose any cytotoxic activity even at 10(-4)-10(-8) M or microg/mL. During tests performed at Medical University of Gdansk, Poland, two analogues 11c and 11e reduced the proliferation of Ab melanoma cells in vitro compared with batracylin alone (Table 2, Figure 1).